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Theme of this Bulletin:
Nirbhau Nirvair
(No Fear No Hate)

The first issue of this bulletin, "IMPRESSIONS" is dedicated to the memory of my
father, Padmashri Colonel D.S. Vohra, going down the memory lane, over 26
years back - the good old days!

Col. D.S. Vohra

Reproduced on pages 6 to 9 is an article published in The Week dated February
19, 1995 by a Senior Journalist Ms. Vijaya Pushkarna, now retired from The Week
as Deputy Chief of Bureau, Delhi.

Launch of "IMPRESSIONS", a monthly Bulletin edited and published by Rtn. Dr. V.J.S. Vohra, Senior
Prosthetic Orthotic Consultant, Nevedac Prosthetic Clinic, Chandigarh and Past President of Rotary
Chandigarh Midtown, as per following schedule :
Date & Time : 7th April 2021 at 7.00 PM
Zoom Meeting ID : Topic: Dr. V.J.S. Vohra - IMPRESSIONS LAUNCH
Chief Guest : District Governor Elect Rtn. Ajay Madan
Host of the meeting: Rtn. Salil Bali
Messages on launch of ‘Impressions’
Rtn. Rajendra K. Saboo, Past Potary International President (1991-92)
I extend my greetings and good wishes as Dr. V.J.S. Vohra is bringing up new bulletin
“Impressions”.
I have known Dr. Vohra since he joined Rotary Club of Chandigarh Midtown and have been in
touch when he had set up Nevedac Prosthetic Centre in 1973. Usha and I have been involved
in providing artificial limbs particularly for young boys and girls.
I have also known Dr. Vohra’s father Col. D.S. Vohra who was a pioneer in the field of
prosthetics and Founder Director of Army’s Artificial Limb Centre in Pune. He was the one
PRIP R.K. Saboo
who established Nevedac Prosthetic Centre in Greater Chandigarh in which Dr. V.J.S. Vohra
had joined. I have had the opportunity of visiting that Centre and saw the remarkable facilities available with which
even complicated prosthetics could be made.
Dr. Vohra became President of Chandigarh Midtown in 2006-07 and then he became the Editor of club’s bulletin 'The
Midtowner'. Since July 2009, he has been editor of the bulletin all the years and has been getting best bulletin award
at the Rotary District 3080.
I can see that Dr. Vohra has been not just an expert in prosthetics but also have developed journalistic skills. As a
versatile person he will surely make “Impressions” yet another journal which will be meaningful to the readers.
Dr. Amit Mukerji, Director Otto Bock HealthCare India, Mumbai:
When I was working in Alimco (Artificial Limbs Manufacturing Corporation of India) as
marketing executive I had the chance to interact with Col. D.S. Vohra who was one of the
Directors of Alimco.

Dr. Amit Mukerji

Our discussions were very focused on improving the quality of products and services to the
physically challenged.
He was full of great ideas and encouragement. He understood the subject very well and knew
the solutions. He was very friendly and very helpful. A great person indeed.

-2Rtn. Ramesh Bajaj, District Governor (2020-21) Rotary International District 3080
I have been getting detailed reports about Rotary Club Chandigarh Midtown through it’s
weekly bulletin, “The Midtowner”, which is flawlessly edited by Rtn. Dr. V.J.S. Vohra. The kind
of commitment he has, he is one of the most dedicated Rotarians in our District and for this he
is being recognized every year by our District. Through this bulletin of his Club, he is giving
information not only about his Club, but also news related to District and Rotary at World
level. He is sharing his bulletins worldwide through mail and social media, with Rotarians and
non-Rotarians as well, which certainly is a sincere effort for building Rotary image. He is a
renowned specialist in providing artificial limbs. With launch of his new bulletin, ‘Impressions’
Rtn. Ramesh Bajaj
on his profession of prosthetics and empowerment of disabled persons and sharing of Rotary
information, it will be a praiseworthy effort. My good wishes to Dr. Vohra. I am confident he will bring out another
bulletin of great repute.
Rtn. Ajay Madan, District Governor Elect (2021-22), Rotary International District 3080
I have been getting bulletins of Rotary Club Chandigarh Midtown regularly week after week,
and compliment the editor Rtn. Dr. V.J.S. Vohra who has been editing this bulletin since many
years and also getting the best bulletin award every year in Rotary District 3080. Now he is
going to launch his own bulletin which he has named as “Impressions”, based on his
profession of prosthetics (artificial limbs). Dr. V.J.S. Vohra is a well known professional in the
field of disability empowerment, serving the disabled for nearly five decades through his
Nevedac Clinic and also on Rotary platform ever since he joined Chandigarh Midtown. I wish
Dr. Vohra grand success for his new bulletin - “Impressions”, and I am sure this venture will
bring prosthetics and Rotary more closer so that we could together serve disabled persons to
Rtn. Ajay Madan
the best of our ability.
Rtn. Shaju Peter, Past District Governor (2007-08), Rotary International District 3080
Past President Dr. V.J.S. Vohra has made the club bulletin of Chandigarh Midtown sort of a
world phenomenon, thanks to his editorial acumen and grasp of technology. Let me wish him
the best of everything when he launches ‘Impressions’ dedicated to the cause of the disabled.
I knew his father Late Col. D.S. Vohra, the founder of Nevedac Prosthetic Centre. I recall his
visit to the club as a guest speaker when I served as the President in 1992-93.

PDG Shaju Peter

Etched in my memory is also the visit of Past Rotary International Presidents Clem Renauf and
Glen Kinross to the Nevedac Centre. Dr. V.J.S. Vohra has continued in the great tradition set by
his father of serving the disabled and I wish him continued success in touching the lives of the
physically challenged around him through the medium of Rotary and other similar organisations.

Rtn. Raman Aneja, Past District Governor (2016-17), Rotary International District 3080
I am very happy to hear that Dr. V.J.S. Vohra is coming up with another news
bulletin “Impressions”, his own publication on his profession of Prosthetics - Orthotics /
Disability Empowerment. I understand his profession is closely related to community service in
Rotary. Dr Vohra is the Editor of the award winning bulletin of Rotary Club Chandigarh
Midtown for many years. I had an opportunity to serve Rotary with him as District Chief Editor
of Rotary International District 3080 in 2016-17 during my tenure as District Governor. I
personally know Dr. Vohra is a dedicated divine soul, both in Rotary and his profession. My
good wishes to him for this new bulletin and I am very confident Dr. Vohra will continue to
PDG Raman Aneja serve the community with very good Impressions !!
Rtn. Salil Dev Singh Bali, Asst. Governor Designate (2021-22), Rotary International District 3080
It gives me an immense pleasure to know about the launch of “ IMPRESSIONS “ - An
informative Bulletin by a very well-known Prosthetic Clinician and Senior Rotarian of
Chandigarh Midtown Dr. V.J.S. Vohra.

Rtn. Salil Bali

The collection, editing and publishing of relevant Material and making an interesting Bulletin
out of it is an art and needs hard work, an area in which Dr. V.J.S. Vohra has excelled since last
decade or so. The award for the Best Editor of The Rotary District 3080 coming to his kitty for
12 continuous years for “The Midtowner“ Bulletin (of Rotary Chandigarh Midtown) adds
evidentiary value to my aforesaid statement.

I wish “Impressions” Bulletin and Dr. V.J.S. Vohra a great success and look forward to receive the copy of the bulletin
regularly.

-3Rtn. B.L. Ramsisaria, Senior Past President of Rotary Club Chandigarh Midtown
It is a matter of great pleasure that Past President and award winning Editor of our Club
bulletin Rtn. Dr. V.J.S. Vohra is launching another bulletin by the name of “Impressions”, which
will be his own personal venture on his profession of artificial limbs to disabled persons. Being
a dedicated Rotarian, his contribution in serving disabled persons is well known.
“Impressions”, under the editorship of Dr. Vohra, will create much more impact in serving the
community, in addition to “The Midtowner”, our Club bulletin which Dr. Vohra is editing for
Rtn. B.L. Ramsisaria last 12 years. I send my best wishes for this new venture.
Rtn. Dr. Balram K. Gupta, Past President of Rotary Club Chandigarh Midtown
Dr. V.J.S. Vohra is amongst India’s top Artificial Limbs consultant since 1973. He was inducted
into Rotary in 1996. Over the years, Dr. Vohra has emerged as Bulletin expert in Rotary domain. I
applaud his idea of bringing out a monthly Bulletin, dedicated to the memory of his father
Colonel D.S. Vohra. The new Bulletin will be a blend of his profession and Rotary information.
The fact is that Dr. Vohra has converted his profession to Rotary service. Therefore, this is a
welcome venture. He has given a meaningful theme to the Bulletin: No Fear No Hate. Ultimately,
to generate freedom of expression with Malice towards none. This too is service to community.
Rtn. Balram Gupta
It would help in connecting this service to Humanity with Rotary service.
My association with Vjs and the family goes back to the year 1975. Personally and Professionally. Coupled with 25
years of Rotary togetherness. I have enjoyed it throughout. This bonding is going to be further strengthened through
the new medium which is being launched.
I wish him Great Success.
Rtn. Sanjay Bhatia, President of Rotary Club Chandigarh Midtown
The family of Rotary Chandigarh Midtown is indeed proud to hear of Past President/Editor Dr.
V.J.S. Vohra’s dream publication "Impressions" finding the light of day and congratulate him
for the same.

Rtn. Sanjay Bhatia

Knowing Dr. Vohra for his good hearted nature and intentions, we are sure he will use the
platform to continue to bring Sunny days to the lives of all that he will touch. The world
continues to evolve, but in more these times than any in the past, there is a need for
watchfulness and care, for protection and sustainability, for proactive and positive approach. I
trust Impressions will contribute to a beautiful world with beautiful thoughts and
articles. Looking forward to the issues and best wishes

Rtn. Dr. Vinay Kumar Asthana, Past District Governor (2017-18), Rotary International District 3110
Consultant Prosthetist & Orthotist
It gives me immense pleasure to know that Rtn. Dr. V.J.S. Vohra is publishing a bulletin
“IMPRESSION” for Prosthetic & Orthotic professionals and Rotarians. I congratulate him for
the same and send my best wishes to him for this unique kind of Bulletin.
We know the object of Rotary is “Service to Mankind” and our profession is also providing
service to mankind. Hope this approach of combining the two will encourage Prosthetic &
Orthotic professionals to become involved in Rotary and Rotary will also understand the
importance of Prosthetic & Orthotic professionals in the service of downtrodden with special
needs.
PDG Vinay Asthana

I once again congratulate Dr. Vohra and Seema joins me in sending our best wishes.

Rtn. Dr. Vinod Bhanti, Senior Prosthetic Orthotic Clinician, Past President Rotary Club of Patna
Col. D.S. Vohra, an amazing personality who brought Prosthetic technology to India was friend,
mentor and caring person for me. We met for the first time during my training, when we went
for our educational tour to Artificial Limb Centre, Pune.

Rtn. Vinod Bhanti

Our second meeting was during Expert panel meeting of ALIMCO sometimes in 1984-85.
Orthotic Prosthetic Society of India (OPSI) was in formation during the same period, and being
in its first executive we had several interactions with him, and inducted him in the Society
during my Secretary ship and Mr. T.P. Mirajkar as President. Col. Vohra’s knowledge and
practical approach with good communications brought OPSI to amongst the best Society
accredited by International agencies like ISPO, Red Cross, WHO and other International agencies.

During Col. D.S. Vohra’s tenure as President of OPSI we had several occasions of meeting in NEVEDAC and found him
as a wonderful host with quality food and drinks. We still remember the Lavish party in 1988 when he was awarded

-4Padmashri, he was one of the first Army officer to be conferred with this great civil award. Recently I was told by a
General friend, that EME day is dedicated to Col. D.S. Vohra.
I salute this great personality and his son Rtn. Dr. V.J.S. Vohra and Rotary Chandigarh Midtown. The nice Bulletin
IMPRESSIONS can itself be a record of Achievers in the field of Prosthetic Orthotic and Rehabilitation Technology.
Maj. General R.S. Chopra VSM (Retd)
Artificial Limbs are a boon to those handicapped and support them in harnessing their goals in
life. Late Col. D.S. Vohra, Padmashri was a pioneer in Prosthetics in ‘The City Beautiful’, a legacy
carried forward with aplomb by his son Dr. V.J.S. Vohra. Over the years I have seen Dr. V.J.S.
Vohra working tirelessly in provisioning artificial limbs to the needy. I was also associated with
him while being a member of Rotary Club Chandigarh Midtown for about two years. His latest
venture in publishing a periodical bulletin ‘Impressions’ for disseminating the latest information
on Prosthetics will be of great assistance in reaching out to the people. I wish Dr. V.J.S. Vohra all
Maj. Gen. R.S. Chopra the luck and best wishes in his efforts and the bulletin ‘Impressions’ a great future.
Rtn. Dr. Rita Kalra, Assistant Governor (2020-21) Zone III Rotary International District 3080
Heartiest congratulations on launch of new e bulletin “Impressions” by Dr. V.J.S. Vohra. Since
he is doing what he likes most, that is editorship. I am sure he will be the happiest. This is a
great venture and it comes with responsibility too. Selecting the right material which is
authentic and which is not picked from whatsapp university is a tremendous job. I am sure with
his skill and experience we all shall have best food for thought and appetite for our minds too. I
quote Vincent Lombardi. Perfection is not attainable but if we chase perfection, we can catch
excellence. Thank you for opening opportunities of service, including for disabled person,
through advocacy, awareness and information about Rotary. Wishing you all the very best in
Rtn. Dr. Rita Kalra this endeavour. Wishing you many more achievements in future
Rtn. Mohan Khera, Past President of Rotary Club of Wollaton Park, Nottingham (England)
It is my great pleasure to know that Dr. V.J.S. Vohra is planning to launch a brand new
publication - ‘IMPRESSIONS’.
I on my behalf and on behalf of all the members of Roary Club of Wollaton Park, Nottingham
wish you and the whole team behind it all the very best.

Rtn. Mohan Khera

Best regards
PP MOHAN KHERA PHF
RCWP Nottingham (England)

Dr. Neeraj Saxena, Immediate Past President, Orthotic Prosthetic Society of India (OPAI)
I am glad to know that our senior Prosthetic Orthotic Professional, Dr. V.J.S. Vohra is releasing a
new bulletin by the name of “Impressions”, which will be on our profession related to disabled
persons.
He has taken one step ahead in setting up a great example to rest of the Prosthetic & Orthotic
professionals.
I wish Dr. Vohra great success and I am sure there will be interesting topics in "Impressions".
I wish that this awakens everyone’s soul and they show more empathy towards people
suffering with disability.
Mr. R.C. Sethi, Inspector General of Police (Retd.)
It is a wonderful initiative of Dr. V.J.S. Vohra to bring out a new bulletin “Impressions”, which
will be a big booster for disabled persons. I have been his patient since many years when I was
provided a below knee prosthetic leg by his father Late Col. D.S. Vohra, a great personality and
a messiah for disabled persons.
Col. Vohra’s legacy is rightfully carried on by his son Dr. V.J.S. Vohra who has been strictly
groomed by his father right from the time when Nevedac Prosthetic Centre was established in
1973.
Mr. R.C. Sethi

My good wishes Dr. Vohra who will do full justice for "Impressions", as he has been doing for
the bulletin of Rotary Chandigarh Midtown which I enjoy reading it.

-5Dr. (Col.) Paramjit Singh (Retd.), Army Medical Corps
Dr. V.J.S. Vohra is passionately involved in the care of disabled. He has been providing
prosthetic and allied appliances to all types of patients. His patients range from infants to very
elderly. His expertise in this field is superb. He has been working for the disabled with full
devotion and dedication for nearly five decades. Dr. Vohra is a super specialist in the field of
Prosthetics and Orthotics.
Governments of Punjab, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh and Chandigarh Administration have
recognized his expertise and have appointed him Honorary Prosthetic Adviser, which has
enabled him to provide reimbursement facilities to government employees.

Dr. Paramjit Singh

We wish him all the best. As a regular reader of Dr. Vohra’s Rotary bulletin, I am sure that his
new venture, “Impressions”, will be an interesting and informative bulletin to project the
desired awareness for disability empowerment.

Commodore Sudharman Silva, Sri Lanka Navy
I visited Chandigarh long time back with a patient for fitting him artificial limb from Dr. V.J.S.
Vohra. I can say his Nevedac Prosthetic Clinic is a professional entity. Hospitality excellent, staff
is very friendly and work in harmony.
Dr. V.J.S. Vohra is an outstanding character, professionally competent and has global
experience. Dr. Vohra is a Maha Raj in Chandigarh when it comes to taking care of his patients. I
can recommend Dr. Vohra and his Nevedac Clinic to anyone for assistance.

Cmde Sudharman Silva

I have been receiving the bulletin of his Rotary Club. He is now going to come up with his own
bulletin in which he will share his vast experience as a specialist in Prosthetics. My best wishes
to Dr. V.J.S. Vohra on the launch of his bulletin with very impressive name, Impressions.

Rtn. T.S. Anand, Past President of Rotary Club Chandigarh Midtown
I am pleased to know that Dr. V.J.S. Vohra is going to launch his new e bulletin - Impressions. I
am sure this bulletin will do very well to serve disabled persons with information about assistive
devices which will go a long way towards their empowerment. Having known Dr. Vohra for last
over three decades and having introduced him for induction in Rotary Club Chandigarh in 1996,
I have seen his dedication in his profession of prosthetics / assistive devices and he is sincerely
involved in Rotary and was our Club President in 2006-07. Editor of our Club bulletin since last
12 years, he has used technology to take our club bulletin to worldwide circulation through
social media etc. There is no doubt that his new bulletin, Impressions will also global
viewership. My good wishes to Dr. Vohra and I am sure he will do very well.
Rtn. T.S. Anand

Greetings from Ottobock HealthCare India.
We are living in the 21st century and the whole world is taking a Digital Leap. OttoBock is now
combining Digital revolution and humanity to provide mobility and independence. Please click on the
below link to experience the digital revolution in the field of rehabilitation by Ottobock.
https://youtu.be/Zl146PBwhRg
Dr. V.J.S. Vohra
Consultant & Certified Clinical Partner
Ottobock HealthCare India
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The Week dated February 19, 1995
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- 10 -New Executive Committee of IAAT
Indian Association of Assistive Technologists (IAAT) is an independent,
non-political, secular, not-for-profit Association of Rehabilitation (health)
Professionals and providers of Assistive Devices and/or services to people
with disabilities and elderly people to live independently.
With effect from April 01, 2021 the new team of Executive Committee
has taken over for next two years.
After completing a successful term, the outgoing President Dr. Mukesh
Doshi said, “On behalf of IAAT I am thankful to all IAAT members for
supporting me and you will continue to support the new team. Once
again I am thankful to all.”

Message of incoming President. IAAT:
Dear IAATIANs,
I extend my heartfelt thanks to all who have bestowed their trust and
confidence in me. I am glad to reach this position of President and with
your support look forward to take IAAT to greater heights. I thank Dr.
Mukesh Doshi and his entire team for an extraordinary work put forth
towards our Mission and Vision.
In my tenure I intend to focus on reaching the maximum number of end
users who need AT support. I wish to draw attention of the Indian
Government and all stake holders involved in upliftment of Assistive
Technology.
Wish to gather maximum cooperation from GAATO in taking IAAT ahead,
where I am a Board member.
My desire is the support for increasing our membership to four figure.
The guidance, suggestion and support is welcome from one and all.
Together we can and together we will take IAAT to new horizon.
Dr. Prakash Mehta
President IAAT
The new Members of Executive Committee of IAAT
Dr. Prakash Mehta
President
Dr. Mukesh Doshi
Immediate Past President
Dr.Rajiv Verma
Vice President
Dr. Rajesh Tiwari
Hony.Secretary
Dr. Kavitha Panchal
Treasurer
Dr. Hetal Tripathi
Jt. Secretary
Dr. Tarit Dutta
Dr. V.K. Varghese
Dr. Ashok Kumar Trivedi
Dr. Vijay Nautiyal
Dr. Akshay Zodge

Incoming President
Dr. Prakash Mehta

Outgoing President
Dr. Mukesh Doshi

